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you can also use your tractor beams to pull more distant wrecks to within 2500m of your ship (as you'll want to loot them in addition to salvaging them); once they are within range, turn the tractor beams off, and re-target them on additional distant wrecks. simultaneously, target nearby wrecks with your salvagers, using one salvaging module per wreck (except for very difficult sleeper wrecks ), and letting them run until the wreck is salvaged, then targeting the next nearby wreck for salvaging. while the salvagers are running, loot the wreck. after much speculation, grand theft auto v has released the diamond casino and resort, a casino in which players can gamble and win (or lose) their in game money on blackjack, roulette, three-card
poker, slot machines and horse races. gambling is a hot topic right now, because of the controversy surrounding loot boxes. but while loot boxes may not fit the traditional definition of gambling, they're often viewed as simply another form of it. yet the method in which grand theft auto v developer rockstar games has implemented this casino is different. it's not perfect, but it's so much better than the nonsense gamers have to deal with in loot boxes. mobile tractor units and salvaging drones can support your ship's salvagers and tractor beams, but are considerably slower. however, they can be used for a minimum-effort approach to salvaging (even though it's considerably less efficient): deploy a mobile tractor unit at the start of an

engagement, which will pull all the wrecks you create into a tight ball (and loots them for you). when you have destroyed all the enemies, fly close to the mtu, deploy your salvage drones, and order them to salvage all nearby wrecks. then sit back and watch your drones work. you may want to occasionally reposition your ship to be as close as possible to the wrecks - salvage drones fly slowly (900 m/s, plus skill bonuses) and they have to return to your ship to drop off their salvage.
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there are a few player specific options. the pilot can be switched out at the bottom of the cockpit. combat is controlled via an r1 button, which switches between shooting,
reloading and "lock on" to nearby enemies. find a pretty long sequence in the library, and fight two wolves, and you get the eagle perch pet. pick up the "funny buddy pet

suit" and you unlock the pig. this pet can hide from you by the way. it's good for counter-heavies and wearing on guards while stealthily looting a building for pcg. its not so
smart when you're stealthily smashing a helicopter's windshield with a car, but it can be helpful. this is not required, but it gives you cool stealth kills. when you're close to a
downed pilot, switch to a view that will allow you to see, and watch for the pilot bleeding out. when you see he's bleeding out, switch to normal camera view and run a get
over. you can avoid the rest of the soldiers and stay in cover as long as you want. when you're out of cover, run out. from the pilot's body, run towards your own helicopter.
when you're close enough, switch to "lock on" and you'll attack the soldier and get an easy melee kill. this gives you a rockstar avatar. you can get it by using the -sign on
the bottom right of your screen and typing in private chat, "giverockstar. " its not required, but it gives you more fun if you get it. stop fighting long enough for two soldiers
to leave the building to look the other way, and loot the building and get as many food as you can before the soldiers return. if there's a courier inside, they will be alerted

and send reinforcements. a good way to get a large amount of food in a short amount of time. 5ec8ef588b
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